INTRODUCTION
The growing amount of raw DNA sequences available and the advancement of miniaturized technologies have made high-throughput approaches fundamental tools for analyzing the expression of thousands of genes at once. The increasing interest in identifying transcription signatures and regulatory pathways in specific biological contexts has burst the use of microarray technology to analyze changes in gene expression profiles. High-throughput experiments measuring gene expression levels in different conditions generate a huge amount of data. To help investigators uncover new biological knowledge, these data need to be efficiently managed, properly analyzed, and results must be adequately and concisely visualized. To this aim, the following issues must be considered: (a) high-throughput gene expression data can be obtained from different methodologies (e.g. nylon filters, spotted * To whom correspondence should be addressed. cDNA microarrays, oligonucletide chips); (b) because of the variability of each gene expression experiment, using several replicate experiments-at least three-is mandatory to get reliable results (Lee et al., 2000) ; (c) relevant variability of expression intensity among experiments and noise presence require careful data preprocessinge.g. background analysis and normalization-to clean expression data before applying statistical analyses and clustering techniques (Yang et al., 2002; Nadon and Shoemaker, 2002) . The large amount of spotted genes in a single array, the number of arrays used in replicate experiments, and the analyses required for the massive data produced, require a software framework able to manage simultaneously thousands of input data. This framework should be flexible through the use of parameters, and present a friendly graphical user interface.
With the aim of fitting the above requirements, we designed an integrated multi-stage software system, called Gene Array Analyzer Software (GAAS), structured in management, analysis and visualization sections.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
GAAS has been implemented in MS-Visual C++ programming language and interconnected to a relational database system developed using MS-Access 2000.
Data management
The management framework is based on a system database (MasterDB). This framework allows processing practically any kind of input data set, storing-separately for each user-all parameter values used in data analysis, and defining custom data output configurations.
The MasterDB data structure enables to store input data templates specifying the content of any data column of an input data set structure. A preprocessing stage uses these templates to reduce any input data format to a built-in data structure used during the analysis.
Each user can define, store and retrieve in successive analysis sessions his/her own analysis parameter sets.
In MasterDB, each user can also save custom templates for output database data formats. This guarantees maximal flexibility for further statistical analyses and clustering.
Analysis
Data analysis has been made flexible by using several parameters and subdividing the procedure into sequential steps: (1) background and spot quality evaluation, and background correction; (2) data normalization; and (3) differential gene expression evaluation.
(1) A quality label is automatically assigned to each background value, according to its significant statistical difference from neighboring backgrounds, to automatically identify and exclude background regions altered by hybridization stains. Spot quality is automatically evaluated on the basis of the significant difference among the intensity value of each spot corresponding to the same clone (generally two or more spots per clone). This enables to detect and reject clone expression values (intensity mean of clone spots) affected by spotting errors. To eliminate eventual topological hybridization differences, clone values of acceptable quality can be background corrected by subtracting background intensities from the corresponding clone spot intensities (Nadon and Shoemaker, 2002) .
(2) To allow correct differential expression evaluations, clone expression intensities from different arrays and conditions must be normalized (Yang et al., 2002; Nadon and Shoemaker, 2002) . In GAAS, a within-array normalization is implemented based on two alternative procedures: the first adopts a global approach in which the normalization factor is computed using all clone intensities in the array, although low quality clones can be excluded; the second utilizes a subset of clone intensities (housekeeping genes or control spikes of heterologous genes) assumed not to vary among the evaluated conditions (Yang et al., 2002) . Either mean or median intensity of the selected clones can be used as a normalization factor. For both procedures, upper and lower thresholds of expression levels can be defined, as a percentage of the clone intensity distribution, to exclude low (noise affected) or high (saturated) intensity levels (Nadon and Shoemaker, 2002) .
(3) Statistically significant gene expression differences (gene regulations) in a single experiment are evaluated through expression intensity ratios with respect to automatically determined confidence intervals or an interactively defined folding threshold (Chen et al., 1997; Nadon and Shoemaker, 2002) . Confidence intervals are determined on log-ratio distribution, whose normality is assessed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test implemented with the Lilliefors correction. Differential expression on multiple replica experiments is evaluated according to a conditional probability model or single experiment gene regulation reproducibility. In the first case, for a given gene, the regulation probability determined in each experiment is used to calculate the regulation conditional probability in the considered replica experiments. When log-normality of expression intensity ratios is not verified, the user-defined folding threshold and regulation reproducibility cut-off provide acceptable results without any a priori assumption on differential expression distribution.
Visualization
Data analysis results can be visually navigated both in tabular and graphical form. Tabular data collect expression levels, quality labels, regulation results, and several gene identifiers. Histogram plots allow easy comparison of intensity distributions of multiple experiments. Scatter plots of expression levels immediately give insights into gene regulation. Implemented clone search and navigation procedures enable to move interactively from input data to tabular results and plots to investigate single gene behavior.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Through a friendly graphical user interface, GAAS enables multi-user flexible management and automatic fast suitable analyses of gene expression data also across multiple replica experiments. Although some commercial software implement more sophisticated analysis algorithms, the GAAS application is potentially useful for small laboratories that do not have funding for the expensive commercial packages.
